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ABSTRACT: Zeolite A (LTA) is of much interest in zeolite
family because of its large-scale industrial applications.
Making Zeolite A (a typical 4-connected tetrahedral frame-
work material) with a lower connectivity (3-connected)
might lead to new open architecture with expanded ring size
and enhanced functionality. The first interrupted Zeolite A
with 3-connected network has been experimentally realized
here by a boron imidazolate (im) framework material (BIF-
20) with 3-coordinate BH(mim)3

� building units. Addi-
tionally, a new strategy toward the construction of func-
tional microporous metal�organic frameworks with
interrupted zeolite-type topologies is presented by both
3-connected boron imidazolate frameworks (BIF-20 and
BIF-21). BIF-20 has an unusual tetrahedral framework with
both debonded R and β cages, and exhibits high H2 uptake
capacity.

Search for functional porous materials continues to attract
much attention in some currently emerging areas related to

health, energy use, and environmental conservation.1�4 A cur-
rently very active area is to make zeolite-type metal�organic
frameworks (MOFs) due to their potential applications in
catalysis, gas storage, and separation.5�8 The early synthetic
efforts focused on the use of divalent metal cations (Zn2+ in
particular) and imidazolate ligands (im) with different substitu-
ents to replace Si4+ (Al3+) and O2- in zeolites, respectively,
resulting in a series of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs)
with high chemical and thermal stability.6 ZIFs have tunable
zeolite-type topologies (e.g., SOD, RHO, LTA, etc.) and promis-
ing applications for the capture of CO2.

6e We are particularly
interested in searching new compositional domains for metal
organic zeolites. Our success is based on the cross-linking of
various presynthesized boron imidazolate complexes by tetrahe-
dral cations (e.g., Li+ and Cu+) into extended lightweight boron
imidazolate frameworks (BIFs).8

Most of zeolites with TO4 units and ZIFs with Zn(im)4 units
are typical four-connected networks in which tetrahedral centers
are fully surrounded by the μ2-linkers.

4 Only several interrupted
zeolite frameworks (e.g,, -CLO, JDF-20) with hydroxide groups
and ZIF-100 are known to contain 3-connected nodes in the
zeolite-type topologies.9,6d Theoretically, removing one linker
from each tetrahedral node should make interrupted zeolites and
ZIFs with opened rings and 3-coordinate centers (Figure 1a,b).
Furthermore, the 3-coordinate centers might have modifiable
(or coordinatively unsaturated) sites which have been shown to

be desirable for enhancing gas uptake capacity and for promoting
catalytic activity.2 However, the controllable generation of TO3

or Zn(im)3 unit still remains a synthetic challenge. Some early
examples of framework materials with 3-connected centers are
based on metal methylphosphonates (CH3PO3

2-).10a,b Later
efforts on metal phosphites (HPO3

2-) have been shown to have
limited success for fabricating porous 3-connected zeolitic
frameworks.10c Fortunately, BIFs present a great opportunity
because both 4-connected B(im)4

� and 3-connected BH(im)3
�

can be readily synthesized prior to the solvothermal assembly.8a

The unique features of BH(im)3
� ligand include its 3-coordinate

nature of the tetrahedral B center and the presence of the
potentially active or functionalizable B�H bond (Figure 1c).

In this work, we apply such new strategy toward the construc-
tion of 3-connected zeolitic framework materials by employ-
ing the BH(mim)3

� (mim = 2-methyl-imidazolate) ligand. An
interrupted zeolite A (LTA) framework Zn2(BH(mim)3)2-
(obb) (BIF-20, obb = 4,40-oxybis(benzoate)) and another
interrupted ATN-type framework Zn2(BH(mim)3)2(bpdc)
(BIF-21, H2bpdc = diphenic acid) were successfully synthesized
and structurally charaterized.11,12 Interestingly, BIF-20 has an
unusual 3-connected tetrahedral framework with both debonded
R and β cages, and exhibits high H2 uptake capacity.

Zeolite A (LTA) which has both R and β cages in the structure is
of much interest in zeolite family, and the first reported LTA-type
metal organic frameworks are ZIF-20 andZIF-21with purinate as the
linkers. Until now, no other MOFs or ZIFs with LTA topology are
known. BIF-20 represents an unusual interrupted LTA network
because of its 3-connected nature between two kinds of tetrahedral
centers (Zn and B), in which the forth site of each tetrahedral Zn2+

center is just coordinated by a mononegatively charged carboxylate
(COO�) group (Figure 1c). The Zn�B connectivity in BIF-20
features a previously unknown 3-connected net with vertex symbol
of (6.8.10)(6.82)(82.10)(83) (denoted: fjz) which is derived from
the well-known LTA topology by omitting one linker from each
tetrahedral node.13 After removing one-quarter of linkers, all 4-rings
in the LTAnet are opened, leading to the generation of six 8-rings in
each β-cage and six 12-rings in each R-cage (Figure 1a,b).

The synthesis of BIF-20 was performed by mixing KBH-
(mim)3, Zn(NO3)2 3 6(H2O), and H2obb in 2-amino-1-butanol/
CH3CN/N,N0-dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent at 80 �C for
4 days. The structure is fully characterized by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction. The crystals of BIF-20 are stable in air and insoluble
in common solvents, such as water, methanol, and DMF.
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BIF-20 has a neutral framework with tetrahedrally coordi-
nated Zn and B nodes, but each Zn node is only bound by three
tridentate BH(mim)3 ligands and its forth coordination site is
covered by the carboxylate oxygen atom from the bridging obb
ligand (Figure 2a). The alternating linkage between tetrahedral
Zn and B nodes via mim results in the formation of a 3-connected
net with large cages (Figure 2b�d). The ideal topology for this
net is fjz mentioned above, an interrupted LTA. However, the
framework of BIF-20 is much distorted due to the unequal bond
lengths around Zn and B. Twelve BH(mim)3 ligands use 30 mim
linkers to join 12 Zn nodes, generating a debonded β-cage.
Meanwhile, the remaining six mim linkers further connect six
debonded β-cages from six directions, resulting in cubic packing
of the cages and generation of a debonded R-cage (Figure 2d).
The pore sizes of such two different cages are 12.0 and 16.0 Å in
diameter, respectively, which are a little larger than those in the
LTA-type ZIF-20.6b It is noteworthy that the pore space of theR-
cage inBIF-20 is partitioned by the obb ligands into several small
spaces (Figure 2d). The presence of the obb ligands in BIF-20 is
also important because they serve as the charge balancing agents
and the struts between the β-cages. BIF-20 also shows 1D
channels along the c axis, and the effective hexagonal window
size of the channel is about 3.1 Å (Figure 2c). The density (T/V)
expressed as the number of cationic nodes per unit volume is
2.55 nm�3, larger than that of ZIF-20 (2.04 nm�3).

BIF-20 contains structurally disordered solvent molecules in
the pores (about 11 wt %) which can be exchanged by ethanol, as
evidenced by the thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA, see Sup-
porting Information). Further powder X-ray diffraction investi-
gation indicated that the host framework ofBIF-20 is stable up to
350 �C without any change. The ethanol-exchanged and acti-
vated samples were used for gas sorption measurements.

Small windows and yet large inner cages in BIF-20 led to
unusual gas sorption behavior. The permanent porosity of
desolvated BIF-20 was established by N2 sorption experiments
at 77 K, which showed type I adsorption isotherm behavior and
unusual hysteresis upon desorption (Figure 3a). This could be
due to hindered diffusion through the narrow pore apertures.
The calculated Langmuir and BET surface areas were 306 and
229 m2/g, respectively. A single data point at relative pressure of
0.011 gives a maximum pore volume of 0.083 cm3/g by the

Horvath�Kawazoe equation. Such low N2 uptake may be due to
the small window size inBIF-20 compared to the dynamic diameter
of N2 (0.36 nm). Similar behavior was also observed in ZIF-11.

6a

The adsorption isotherms of CO2 for BIF-20 were measured
up to 1 bar at 273 and 298 K, respectively (Figure 3b). The CO2

uptake values are 53.9 cm3/g (2.41 mmol/g) at 273 K and
34.8 cm3/g (1.55 mmol/g) at 298 K, which are comparable to
some highly porous ZIFs (e.g., ZIF-8, ZIF-100).6e The property
of BIF-20 related to the CO2/N2 separation under ambient
conditions has also been investigated. The adsorption isotherms
of N2 for BIF-20 were measured up to 1 bar at 273 and 298 K,
respectively. However, N2 was hardly adsorbed at all (only
9.5 cm3/g at 273 K and 1.9 cm3/g at 298 K) (Figure 3a).

Remarkably, the initial hydrogen uptake ofBIF-20 at 77 K and
1 atm is 1.43 wt % (Figure 3c), which is almost equal to that of
ZIF-11 and significantly higher than that of LTA-type ZIF-20
(1.1 wt %). As a further test, a second H2 adsorption isotherm
was measured at 87 K, and two data sets were used to determine
the isosteric heat of H2 adsorption (Qst). The initial Qst value is
estimated to be 6.1 kJ mol�1, which is moderate compared with
the other porous materials.

To demonstrate the general applicability of this approach for the
construction of interrupted zeolite-type frameworks, another inter-
rupted ATN-type framework material Zn2(BH(mim)3)2(bpdc)
(BIF-21) was obtained by replacing the auxiliary obb ligand in
BIF-20 with the bpdc ligand. As proposed before, the structural
topology of ZIF is mainly determined by link�link interactions,
whereas for zeolite, it is controlled by the structure directing
agents.4,6 For BIF-20 and BIF-21, their distinct topologies are
based on the use of different charge balancing auxiliary ligands.

Figure 4 shows the detailed structural feature of BIF-21.
Similar to BIF-20, each tetrahedral Zn node is coordinated by
three tridentate BH(mim)3 ligands and one carboxylate oxygen
atom from the bridging bptc ligand (Figure 4c). However, the
BH(mim)3 ligands connect the Zn nodes into a 3-connected
open framework with topology of lig (vertex symbol: 8.8.103)
(Figure 4b-d). Actually, the 3-connected lig net is closely related
with the zeolite ATN topology, and can be derived from it when
all 4-rings in ATN net are broken by losing one linker (Figure 4a-
b). Thus, the lig net is an interrupted ATN net with larger

Figure 1. The design strategy for interrupted zeolite A. (a) LTA net;
(b) interrupted LTA net (fjz net); (c) the building units for the
construction of 3-connected zeolitic framework.

Figure 2. The structure and topology of BIF-20. (a) The coordination
environment in BIF-20. (b) Two debonded β-cages where the red
dashed lines indicate the interrupted Zn�B bonds. (c) The 3D frame-
work with 1D channels. (d) The topological net ofBIF-20where the red
bonds represent the obb ligands.
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10-rings. Two kinds of channels along the c axis are observed in
BIF-21. The small channels are blocked by the bpdc ligands,
while the large channels with dimension of 5.2� 5.2 Å2 are filled
by the disordered solvent molecules. The framework density
(T/V) is 2.80 nm�3, which is larger than that of BIF-20.

In summary, we developed here a new strategy for the design
of interrupted zeolite-type metal organic frameworks. Through
the assembly of the BH(mim)3 unit with the tetrahedral metal
center, mediated with charge balancing carboxylate ligand, two
interrupted zeolite LTA and ATN topologies were successfully
realized by two BIF materials. The results revealed that the
structural diversity of these materials could be easily tuned via
adjusting both the imidazolate link and the auxiliary charge
balancing carboxylate ligand. This work opened a new route
toward the construction of novel zeolite-type framework
materials.
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